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1.0 Introduction 
Umwelt Environmental and Social Consultants (Umwelt) was engaged by Evolve Housing to undertake 
archaeological monitoring at the site of 4 Merewether Street, Newcastle (the project area, refer to 
Figure 1.1).  This report documents the results of the archaeological works.   

The development of the site comprises the demolition of the existing built structures within the project 
area (being the eastern extent of the former Civic Station Railway Group platforms) and construction of a 
multi-storey mixed-use building in their place.  

The archaeological monitoring was undertaken in accordance with Section 140 application s140/2019/006. 
The S140 permit is appended as Appendix 1. This report presents the results of the monitoring in response 
to Conditions 16 - 18 of the Excavation Permit.  It expands on the Summary of Fieldwork Results – 4 
Merewether Street, Newcastle (Umwelt 2019) prepared to satisfy Condition 15 of the Excavation Permit 
and submitted to the Heritage, Community Engagement, Department of Premier and Cabinet (Heritage 
DPC) at the completion of the on-site archaeological works. 

1.1 Background 

All archaeological works were undertaken in accordance with the approved archaeological research design 
and methodology outlined in Historical Archaeological Assessment Affordable Housing Development 
Merewether Street, Newcastle Site Address: 4 Merewether Street, Newcastle (Umwelt 2019b). 

The 2019 Archaeological Assessment assessed the site as having potential for remains associated with 
railway carriage sheds constructed within the project area from 1873 onwards to be present beneath the 
extant platforms associated with Civic Station. Although earlier (late 1850s) rail related structures were 
present in the project area and the wider former Honeysuckle Point Station area, the potential 
archaeological evidence of these structures to be exposed was considered to be low. 

The archaeological monitoring works were undertaken in July 2019. 

1.2 Heritage Listings 

The project area: 

• forms part of an asset listed on Hunter & Central Coast Development Corporation’s (HCCDC) s170 
Register, being the Civic Railway Station Group 

• is located within the Newcastle City Centre HCA (C4), as listed on Schedule 5 of the Newcastle LEP 2012 

• is located immediately south of the ‘Civic Railway Workshops’, which is both local (Item ID I479) and 
state (SHR 00956) heritage listed.   

The location of these listings is shown on Figure 1.2. 

Immediately adjacent to the project area (to the north) is the Newcastle Museum; housed in the former 
Locomotive Boiler Shop (which commenced construction in 1882 but didn’t open until 1887), Blacksmith’s 
and Wheel Shop (1880) and New Erecting Shop (constructed in 1920 to replace the Old Erecting Shop). 
These buildings form part of the State Heritage Register (SHR) listed Civic Railway Workshops and are also 
listed as LEP Item General I479 (refer to Figure 1.2). 
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1.3 Personnel 

Key personnel are listed in Table 1.1.  

In addition, members of Hunter Living Histories (University of Newcastle), including Gionni Di Gravio, Ann 
Hardy and Russell Rigby provided invaluable advice and support throughout the project. 

Table 1.1 Key Personnel 

Position Name Company 

Primary Excavation Director Tim Adams Umwelt 

Secondary Excavation Director Franz Reidel Umwelt 

Project Manager Jacob Kearney GWH 

Construction Manager George Araujo GWH 

Excavation Staff Franz Reidel, Karyn Virgin and Tim Adams Umwelt 

Client Representative 

Commercial Manager Paul O’Neill Evolve Housing 

 

1.4 Author Identification 

This report has been prepared by Franz Reidel and Tim Adams.  

Photography and other archaeological recording (including the archaeological plans provided in  
Section 3.0) was undertaken by Franz Reidel and Tim Adams.  

Information regarding the Great North Railway discussed in Section 2.0 has been sourced from historical 
research undertaken by Mark Dunn (Professional Historian) as part of the Light Rail project. The research 
and results of the Light Rail archaeological investigations are reported in the Archaeological Report 
Newcastle Light Rail Project (Umwelt 2020). 
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2.0 Historical Context 

2.1 Honeysuckle Point and the Church of England 

In September 1840 the Church of England bought land at Honeysuckle Point from the Crown for £303/15/0 
for a Grammar School. It was held in the name of Dr James Mitchell, who later transferred the trust to  
A W Scott and W Croasdill. When the first Bishop of Newcastle arrived, the land was subdivided into  
52 lots, of which 40 were let on 21-year building leases. The first evidence of development on this land is in 
the 1850s, with mapping at this time showing a single building near the eastern boundary of the grant close 
to the Hunter River frontage, to the north of the project area (refer to Plate 2.1). 

Part of the land, including the project area, was later resumed for railway purposes (discussed further 
below); by 1857 buildings associated with the Great Northern Railway had been constructed in the area 
surrounding the project area (refer to Plates 2.2 and 2.3). The area to the north of the project area was in 
1857 labelled as the ‘Honeysuckle Point Church Estate’ (refer to Plate 2.2) with the rail corridor shown as 
established and differentiated from the Estate to the north and subdivisions to the south by this time (refer 
to Plates 2.4 and 2.5). This shown clearly in a Crown Plan dated 1866 and shown in Plate 2.5. 

 

Plate 2.1 Detail of Newcastle, the AA Company subdivisions, 1850-1857 
© National Library of Australia 

Alignment of Merewether Street 

Single building near  
Hunter River frontage 

Approximate location 
Of project area 
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Plate 2.2 Detail of 1857 map showing the Church Estate 
© National Library of Australia 

 

 

Plate 2.3 Overlay detail of 1857 map showing A.A. Co Proposed Improvements  

Overlay shows the small-scale auxiliary buildings within the project area 
© Higginbotham 2013 

Project area 

Approximate  
project area 
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Plate 2.4 Detail of c1858 Plan  

Full title is Plan of Suburban Allotments and Allotments on Blane and Macquarie Streets. The plan shows the 
Church Estate to the north of Blane (Hunter) Street and the rail corridor 
© National Library of Australia Map F831 

 

Approximate location 
of project area 
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Plate 2.5 Detail of Honeysuckle Point, Newcastle”, 1866 

Plan shows no development within the project area as a result of its use as part of the rail corridor 
© Land and Property Information. Crown Plans / Higginbotham 2013 

2.2 Great North Railway 

From the late 1840s, an increasing number of voices in the Hunter region began to champion the 
development of a railway to link Newcastle with the agricultural districts and settlements in the valley.  
Since the establishment of the first convict timber camps in the early 1800s and the first farms around 
Wallis Plains from 1812, the most efficient way to transport goods and people inland from Newcastle and 
back again was via the river.  Marsh land and swamps between Newcastle and Maitland made roads 
difficult to construct and maintain, so small boats and later larger paddle steamers were the mainstay for 
transportation in the district.  The larger ships of the Australasian Steam Navigation Company (Ex-Hunter 
River Steam Navigation Company) and Hunter River New Steam Navigation Company which was formed in 
1840, also ran between Sydney, Newcastle and Maitland.  However, the river was only navigable for larger 
ships as far as Maitland, so transport of goods beyond that point had to be overland, on roads and tracks 
not suitable for speedy transport.  The movement of goods was therefore slow and expensive. 

In 1831, the opening of a short railway by the Australian Agricultural Company (A.A. Co) to transport coal 
wagons to the wharf via an inclined plane and level railway that ran atop a timber trestle bridging Blane 
Street (near Crown Street) represented the first railway in the area and showed the potential for the 
technology on a larger scale.  After the domination of the A.A. Co., through their monopoly of the coal 
fields in the Newcastle area, ended in 1847 railways from new mines also began to be constructed down to 
the harbour wharves and it was through the A.A. Co. land that the Great Northern Railway would also be 
built. 

Approximate location 
of project area 
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Fifteen years after the A.A. Co’s first line, the formation in Sydney of a private railway company in 1846, 
known as the Great Southern and Western Railway Company, followed by the incorporation of the Sydney 
Railway Company in 1849, with the view to build a line between Sydney and Parramatta, stirred the 
interest of a Hunter River Railway Company being formed in Newcastle. In April 1853 a meeting was held at 
the Royal Hotel in Newcastle to consider a railway for the district. Government aid was sought to secure a 
grant of land for terminals and stations plus an input of capital funds. In October the Government passed 
an Act authorising the company to build a railway terminating in or near Newcastle and in or near East or 
West Maitland, with the provision to extend it in the future. In November the Government guaranteed a 
4% rate of interest on the first £100,000 of capital subscribed and made a land grant of 30 acres to the 
Company at Bullock Island. The first meeting of Directors was held in November 1854 and arrangements 
were made to bring 500 railway labourers out from Great Britain to work on the project.  

The Hunter River Railway Company appointed J.N. Gale as the Engineer and a line was surveyed from the 
proposed Newcastle terminus at Honeysuckle to Tarro, East Maitland where the other terminus was to be, 
although this was soon extended to Victoria Street, Maitland. The choice of Honeysuckle as the end of the 
line in Newcastle was made to avoid the tramways of the Burwood mines and the timber trestle bridge 
across Blane Street belonging to the A.A. Co.    

Despite the early support, both the Sydney Railway Company and the Hunter River Railway Company failed 
to attract the required capital to build their railways. In July 1854, a Select Committee on Roads and 
Railways concluded that private railway companies could not successfully construct railways in the current 
economic conditions, including a shortage of labourers due to the discovery of gold in NSW, and 
recommended government control. Although the first sod was turned on the new line in November 1854, 
both the Sydney and Hunter River Railway Companies were taken over by the Government in July 1855. In 
1856 as work progressed, the Governor Sir William Denison submitted a memorandum for the line to 
terminate at the previously nominated Honeysuckle Point and a horse tramway to be constructed to take 
passengers and goods to the wharves. This was opposite to what the Chief Engineer for NSW Railways John 
Whitton had recommended.  Whitton believed that stopping short of the wharves would make the line 
unviable and that the horse tramway would add expense rather than reduce it.  

As debate continued regarding the best location for the Newcastle terminus, work continued on the line 
itself. In December 1856 a parliamentary select committee was formed to examine the position of the 
terminus and in February 1857 recommended a kind of compromise, with a single line to be built to a new 
government wharf and station near Watt Street, and the main goods terminus to be located at Bullock 
Island to take advantage of the deep water for ships there, with any terminus building built at Newcastle 
erected at minimum expense. Part of their reasoning was the cost of building a double line all the way to 
Newcastle with little chance that the two mining companies would utilise it, both having their own railways 
in operation. The Great Northern Railway was subsequently opened by Governor Denison on 30 March 
1857 with its terminus at Honeysuckle Point. 

Almost as soon as it opened it was clear that the line would be more efficient if it ran to the wharves near 
Watt Street. Eight months after opening, a tender for the extension of the line into the new government 
Circular Wharf was awarded to William Wright. Work progressed rapidly and the new line was completed in 
January 1858 although the construction of station buildings by then had not been started. It was also 
discovered that the clearance beneath the A.A. Co. bridge near Crown Street was too low for trains to pass 
under it. The lines needed to be lowered and a notch cut from the underside of the viaduct to allow trains 
to pass underneath. The line and the new station were finally opened to the public on 16 March 1858. 

As well as the extension into Newcastle, the extension to West Maitland was also opened in 1858. From 
here, the railway gradually extended through the Hunter Valley and into Northern NSW, reaching Singleton 
in 1863, Muswellbrook in 1869, and Murrurundi in 1872 before leaving the Hunter and proceeding over the 
Liverpool Ranges to the north. To the south, a line was completed to Gosford by 1887 and between Gosford 
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and Woy Woy and then extended on to the Hawkesbury River at Mooney in 1888. On 1 May 1889, a new 
bridge across the Hawkesbury from Brooklyn connected the Sydney and Newcastle rail systems.    

The railway quickly began to transform Newcastle and it soon overtook Maitland as the main port for the 
Hunter, while the connections to the wharves also encouraged the expansion of agriculture and 
manufacturing further inland.  In Newcastle itself, the linking of the port and the railways facilitated the 
establishment of new manufacturing and industrial enterprises, with timber yards, joinery factories, 
engineering works and foundries all opening along the waterfront and close to the rail corridor. New 
resumptions along the harbour were also required for track work and railyards.  At Honeysuckle Point, a 
causeway was constructed to take the rail line over a small inlet, which was later backfilled. 

The development of the railway coupled with the removal of the A.A. Co. monopoly saw a steady increase 
in the opening of mines around the Newcastle area such as at Minmi, Wallsend, Lambton and Waratah, all 
operating as small outlying colliery villages.  New staithes and coal chutes were built to cope with the 
amount of coal being shipped. By 1865 the A.A. Co. had five, with the Newcastle Coal and Copper Company 
operating four, and another four upstream at Port Waratah and three at Hexham.  All had rail connections.  
With so many operators, coal loading began to relocate away from the crowded southern shoreline. The 
Dyke, a ballast wharf constructed halfway between Bullock Island and Stockton grew as ballast was used to 
form a seawall and dredged sand pumped behind it to form solid ground on which wharves were then 
constructed. By 1875 coal loading was underway here with a branch rail line from the Great Northern 
Railway opened in 1878. By 1890 all coal loading in the port of Newcastle, with the exception of the A.A. 
Co. staithes, had been transferred to the Dyke. The A.A. Co. staithes east of Merewether Street remained in 
use until 1915. 

The increasing importance of Newcastle as its railway and port was illustrated in the rapid growth of the 
population, particularly compared to Maitland.   In 1848 Newcastle had a population of just 1471 people, of 
which 1017 were male compared to 8681 in Maitland and district (including East Maitland, West Maitland 
and Morpeth).  By 1891 Newcastle had grown to 12,913 in the city, with a total of 29,581 in the wider 
district with male and female numbers close to equal, while the combined district of West and East 
Maitland and Morpeth numbered only 11,352. 

Since the 1920s there had been suggestions to close and relocate the Newcastle Railway Station.  Although 
this was never seriously considered due to the importance of the railway and its links to the wharves 
nearby, from the mid-1970s this began to change.  A change in Government attitudes to rail transport and 
services saw a number of branch lines closed as well as the gradual closure of the railway yards at Civic 
(Honeysuckle).  With declining freight services and increasing competition from road transport, the 
Newcastle yards were also closed by the end of the 1970s.  While upgrades were made to the station 
through the 1980s, the earthquake in 1989 reversed much of the work completed and left the station in a 
perilous state.   

In 2001 the first serious calls to close the railway into Newcastle were made, with developers putting 
forward a case to allow the land to be used for new construction.  Despite initial opposition from the City 
Council and community, the idea slowly began to take hold as the decade went on.  In 2012, the 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure Newcastle Renewal Strategy went on display with a 
recommendation to remove the railway from central Newcastle and replace it with a light rail system.  In 
spite of community opposition, as well as that of the Council, local politicians and a Supreme Court case, 
the line was determined to be closed.  The last train left Newcastle Station late on the night of 26 
December 2014 after which the station was closed and the line between Newcastle and the new 
interchange at Wickham removed (Umwelt 2020). 
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2.3 Honeysuckle Station 

As discussed, the first station at Honeysuckle, known as Honeysuckle Point Station, was opened as the 
terminus for the Great Northern Railway in May 1857.  A newspaper report on the construction of the 
station noted that all the buildings were built of zinc and wood, but that none looked permanent and in 
February 1857, the location of the station building had not yet been determined.  When built, the station 
building was located to the west of the boundary of the A.A. Co grant close to the line of Auckland Street 
west of former Civic Station and the project area.  The first station was approximately 118 feet (36 m) long 
with a timber platform building.  Nearby were a forge, engine shed, store and carriage sheds as part of a 
small workshop complex. The station was enclosed in a paling fence, with the gate clad in iron sheeting to 
prevent pigs and other animals from entering.  Within the yard a well was sunk.  Fed by groundwater, the 
well, or small reservoir was connected via pump to an overhead tank that was used for the engines.  After 
the railway was extended through to Watt Street in 1858, Honeysuckle Station became the first stop after 
leaving Newcastle.   

The area to the north of the station close to the harbour was developed as a series of railway yards and 
servicing facilities, with wharves (Lee Wharf) and associated goods sheds added over the next fifty years.  
Major developments in the yards included the erection of a new boiler house (1874-75), blacksmiths shop 
(1880), a Permanent Way store (1881-82), locomotive boiler shop (1884-86), and engineer’s office (1886). 
The Newcastle Regional Museum now occupies the blacksmith shop, the locomotive boiler shop and the 
new erecting shop, built in 1922 as a replacement for an earlier example. 

In February 1872 tenders were called for the replacement of the original timber station.  The tender was 
awarded to a Mr William Dart with the new station, located at Steel Street, approximately 700 metres west 
of the original, opened in August.  The new station was unusual as the platforms were not sited directly 
opposite each other as was standard but were staggered with the opposite ends overlapping and linked by 
an ornate cast iron footbridge.  A brick goods shed was also erected on the south side of the railway. In 
1891 the Station name was shortened to Honeysuckle (refer to Plates 2.6 to 2.7). 

By the first decades of the twentieth century Honeysuckle station, as the main station for the central part 
of the Newcastle CBD and the growing shops warehouses and manufacturers along Hunter Street, was 
struggling to cope with the amount of passenger traffic that passed through it.  Calls for the replacement of 
the station began to grow in local newspapers and amongst the Council.  The Northern Times reported in 
July 1917 that:  

In the opinion of this Council Honeysuckle station is inadequate for the congested traffic, owing 
to the rapid expansion of the western portion of the city, and the increased population; that the 
Railway Commissioners be respectfully requested to erect a new railway station to meet the 
requirements of the business people and the travelling public.  

Although the matter of a new station had been previously considered by the Railway Commissioners, the 
expense of moving the station especially during the ongoing First World War was considered too high and 
the funds were not available.  By 1925 Council considered the Honeysuckle Station an out of date eyesore 
and accused the Railway Commissioners of overlooking Newcastle in favour of other cities such as Lithgow.  
The Commissioners argued that any money to be spent in Newcastle should go towards the Newcastle 
Station as the main terminus.  The call for a new station continued to play out in the local papers through 
the latter half of the 1920s.  Council maintained their stance that it was a disgrace to the second largest city 
in NSW, pointing out that the Honeysuckle Station still was without electric lights or an indicator board as 
late as 1926, over fifty years after it opened. 
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In 1928 new locomotive workshops were opened at Cardiff and the Honeysuckle yards began to decline in 
use.  The following year the new Newcastle City Hall was opened at Civic, with the Civic Theatre and Civic 
Building on Hunter Street also opened that year.  The new precinct sat between the Newcastle Railway 
Station and Honeysuckle, and added to the calls for a new station to be built.  In mid-1934 extensive works 
were underway at Broadmeadow Station and it was announced that as part of the rejuvenation of the 
Newcastle network a new station at Civic was proposed to serve the city hall and theatre.  The station 
would be simply designed with an Up and Down platform connected by a footbridge with a station building 
fronting Hunter Street.  Council approved the scheme in April 1935 and work commenced soon after.  By 
the end of May, construction work was underway on the site and by June some of the former railway 
workshops had been demolished to clear part of the site for the new station.  The new station opened on 
22 December 1935, two days after the intended opening date.  Civic was followed by a second new station 
at Hannell Street, Wickham which opened on 9 February 1936 and also served as the closing date for the 
Honeysuckle station (refer to Plate 2.8). 

The closed Honeysuckle station was converted for use as offices for the Divisional Locomotive 
Superintendent and staff, as their previous offices near Civic had been demolished and the land sold.  As 
part of the conversion, most of the platform at Honeysuckle was removed with a small section left for a 
pathway.  The footbridge also remained to give access to the workshops and railway yards until 1952 when 
it was dismantled and removed from the site.  The station buildings were still standing in 1954 but were 
also later removed (date unknown). 

 

Plate 2.6 Plan and elevation of the Honeysuckle Railway station as built in 1872 
© Australian Railway Historical Society 
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Plate 2.7 Honeysuckle Station in 1934 

Photograph shows the iron overhead bridge and the offset platform arrangement 
© Newcastle regional Library 

 

 

Plate 2.8 1936 photograph of Honeysuckle Railway Station 

The station is in the process of being decommissioned and the platforms removed 
© Greg and Sylvia Ray, Newcastle: The Missing Years 
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2.4 The Honeysuckle Railway Workshops 

As the railway expanded there was an increased need (and demand) for additional infrastructure at 
Honeysuckle Point. The Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser reported that 

…We understand that the erection of some additional workshops at the Honeysuckle Point 
Station has been decided upon, and is to be commenced immediately. Like those already 
existing, we learn that new the workshops are to be composed of wood, with galvanised iron 
roofs (Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser 31 October 1865; from RPS 
2018). 

The Railway Department acquired additional land at Honeysuckle Point for the expansion of the workshops: 

We understand that the Government is about to resume possession of an allotment of land at 
Honeysuckle Point, whereon stands a considerable number of houses, which must be pulled 
down and cleared away…The Government require the land in question for the railway 
workshops which are becoming so extensive to necessitate an enlargement of the present area 
(Newcastle Chronicle 2 April 1870; from RPS 2018). 

Following the construction of the 1872 ‘Honeysuckle Station’, a number of workshops were opened in the 
area surrounding the 1857 ‘Honeysuckle Point Station’. The earlier rail related buildings in the area (shown 
on the 1850s mapping) appear to have been removed by this time. These 1870s constructed industrial 
workshops were established both to secure increased accommodation for the rolling stock used on the 
Great Northern line, and in recognition of the exclusive facilities and rolling stock required to handle coal 
traffic. One of the earlier buildings constructed was the ‘Railway Carriage Shed and Repairing Shop’, which 
is comprehensively described in a newspaper article dated 13 September 1873:  

It is designed, as indicated above, for giving increased accommodation for the Railway 
Carriages used on the line, and will also be used as a workshop for their repair. The length of 
this fine building is 200 feet, and the width 36 ft. A striking feature in the building is its 
immense span, the timber work of the roof being composed of massive principals 36 feet long 
in one span  

There are four openings at each end, so as to admit of the ingress and egress of carriages, by 
four different lines of rail, and in it, estimated accommodation will be furnished for thirty-six 
carriages, in addition, to the space required for conducting the work of repairs. The ends of the 
shed will be closed with massive folding doors, or gates manufactured from the best Baltic 
Pine. The foundation is composed of a bed of concrete nine inches thick, and three feet wide, 
next comes a course of stone two feet wide, and a foot high, then there are 2'6" of brickwork 
(18" wide) before the surface is reached. This forms the foundation, from which the walls are 
carried to a height of 16'. From that springs the roof, which is of corrugated galvanised iron, 
and a considerable portion is now completed. Abundant lighting will be obtained from 14 large 
skylights in the roof, and 15 windows at each side of the building, the window frames, which 
are completed, and set in their places, being manufactured of cast iron; the glass used being 
ribbed plate glass nearly a ¼" thickness. 

As in all Government Buildings, the material employed in the construction of this shed, is 
required to be of the very best description. It is, therefore, matter for gratulation, that most of 
the materials used are furnished by parties resident in the Town and adjacent Districts. The 
whole of the timber used, with the exception of the folding doors, skylight frames, and facias 
(which are of Baltic Pine) is colonial hardwood-ironbark and blackbutt, and it has been supplied 
by Mr. Henry Hector, Mount Vincent, near Maitland. Mr. J. Ash, Newcastle, supplied the Baltic 
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Pine. The bricks, which, like all the other material, are of a superior description, are from the 
kilns of Mr. Joseph Bowtell, of the Glebe, near Newcastle. All the stone was supplied by Mr. 
Henry Pilkington of Lambton. It is a fine, hard brown coloured stone, much sought after from its 
great durability, and greatly preferred to the blue stone from the other quarries, hitherto 
extensively used in the District. Mr. J. Gibson, Honeysuckle Point, who has a small 
unpretentious Iron Foundry in Blane Street, manufactured the Cast Iron Window Sashes & 
Shoes, for the door posts, to the entire satisfaction of the Contractors and Superintendent; and 
Messrs. Moyes & Donald supplied all the wrought iron work employed in the building (The 
Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser 13 September 1873). 

This Railway Carriage Shed and Repairing Shop was located partially within and immediately to the south 
and west of the current project area. An additional carriage shed was later constructed within the northern 
side of the current project area (refer to Plates 2.9 to 2.13). This later carriage shed was exposed during the 
archaeological monitoring. Immediately adjacent to the project area (to the north) is the Newcastle 
Museum; housed in the former Locomotive Boiler Shop (which commenced construction in 1882 but not 
opened until 1887), Blacksmith’s and Wheel Shop (1880) and New Erecting Shop (constructed in 1920 to 
replace the Old Erecting Shop).  

The date of construction of the additional carriage shed is unclear. It is not shown on the Knaggs Plan Series 
of the Port of Newcastle. These plans comprise a series of plans published as part of the Newcastle nautical 
almanac, directory and guide to the Port of Newcastle from surveys conducted of the harbour (refer to 
Plates 2.10 and 2.11). The 1880 dated Knaggs plan shows the earlier 1870s carriage shed but not the later 
constructed shed (refer to Plate 2.10). Although the later shed is also not shown on the 1895 dated plan it 
appears to be shown on an 1889 newspaper illustration (refer to Plates 2.11 and 2.12) and is first indicated 
on plan in the 1896 dated detailed Water Board plan (refer to Plate 2.13). Plate 2.14 provides an undated 
photograph looking towards the workshop area from the east. It shows the 1870s workshops and the 
Locomotive Boiler Shop (which commenced construction in 1882 but didn’t open until 1887; now part of 
Newcastle Museum) but not the later built New Erecting Shop (also part of Newcastle Museum) or the 
additional carriage shed. As such, it appears likely the additional shed was constructed in the late 1880s 
(between 1882 and 1889).  

It is noted that the Knaggs Series of plans were of a nautical nature, primarily focused on the harbour 
rather than landscape features and the changing nature of the built form of the growing city (Gionni Di 
Gravio 2019). As such, new buildings such as the later carriage shed may not have been added to later plans 
even if built. In contrast, the 1890s Water Board plans were detailed and are known to be accurate. In 1890 
the Survey Section of the Land Department was commissioned by the Hunter District Water Board produce 
the series of large-scale plans of urban Newcastle, for planning purposes. The first plans were produced in 
1894 and show detailed footprints of buildings present at the time. Some of the plans were later revised to 
reflect an approximately 1920 footprint. The plans cover a large portion of Newcastle, from the east end as 
far west as Lambton, providing accurate information of all buildings (and other features such as wells and 
cisterns) present at the time (Russell Rigby 2019). 

The workshop complex, known as ‘Honeysuckle Railway Workshops’ (and now erroneously as the ‘Civic 
Railway Workshops’) ultimately included a Divisional Engineer’s Office, Boiler House, Machine Shop, 
Blacksmith’s Shop and Wheel Shop, as well as multiple sheds; with the exception of the 1873 and 1880s 
carriage shed, all of these elements were located to the north and outside of the current project area. 

Plates 2.14 to 2.18 provide photographs of the project area showing the workshop complex and the 
carriage sheds. The photographs (and the plans such as the 1896 Water Board plan) confirm the description 
of the earlier 1870s shed in terms of the size of the shed with its four openings and skylights. The later shed 
only has three openings and no skylights. 
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Plate 2.9 Detail of 1874 Plan of the Port of Newcastle 
© Keele, Thomas W, Plan of the Port of Newcastle, 1874, SR Plans 1314-1317, reproduced in Higginbotham 2013 

 

Plate 2.10 1880 dated Plan of the Port of Newcastle 
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle 

Project area 

Project area 

Railway Carriage Shed 

Railway Carriage Shed 
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Plate 2.11 1895 dated Plan of the Port of Newcastle 
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle 

 

 

Plate 2.12 Detail from Newcastle NSW (1889) 
© Illustrated Sydney News 27 June 1889 / RPS 2018 

Project area 

1870s Carriage Shed 
– with skylights 

1880s Carriage Shed –  
exposed within project area 

Railway Carriage Shed 

Locomotive Boiler Shop 
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Plate 2.13 Detail of 1896 Hunter District Water Board Plan  

Plan shows the 1870s railway carriage shed on the south side of the former rail corridor and the 1880s 
additional railway carriage shed on the northern side of the former rail corridor. Project area in red. 
© Cultural Collections, University of Newcastle 

1880s Carriage Shed –  
exposed within project area 

1870s Carriage Shed 

Locomotive Boiler Shop 

Blacksmith’s and Wheel Shop 
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Plate 2.14 1880s Photograph of Civic Station waterfront 

Note the 1880s Carriage Shed is not built at this time 
© Greg and Sylvia Ray / Ken Magor Collection??? 

 

1870s Carriage Shed 
Locomotive  
Boiler Shop 
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Plate 2.15 ‘Carriage builders, Honeysuckle Railway Sheds’ in 1886 

Image shows the 1870s carriage shed 
©  https://www.flickr.com/photos/uon/4045224250/in/photostream/ 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/uon/4045224250/in/photostream/
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Plate 2.16 Honeysuckle Decorations, Hunter Street Newcastle, NSW, 22 June 1911 

Photograph shows the 1870s Carriage Shed centre of image and the 1880s shed on right 
© livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/45593 
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Plate 2.17 The ‘Honeysuckle Work Sheds’ in 1911 

The 1880s carriage shed is shown at right of frame 
© livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/44899 
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Plate 2.18 ‘Honeysuckle Workshops’, unknown date 

The 1880s carriage shed is shown at left of frame 
© livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/44883 

2.5 Civic Railway Station 

As discussed in Section 2.3, by 1925 complaints were being levied against Honeysuckle Station. Newspaper 
articles at the time described: 

‘… the demand for a new station at Honeysuckle, where, it is stated, there have been no 
improvements for 40 years…. A modern station, said the Mayor, was an absolute necessity at 
Honeysuckle. The traffic there had grown enormously, and no up-to-date facilities had been 
provided to meet this development.’  (The Newcastle Sun 1925) 

In April 1935 official announcements were made regarding the intention to construct the ‘new Civic Station’ 
in Hunter Street, opposite the Civic Theatre. The elevation of the proposed Station as advertised at this 
time is shown in Plate 2.19. This new station was to effectively replace the 1872 constructed Honeysuckle 
Station formerly located at present day Steele Street. 

In May 1935, work was beginning to ‘take definite shape’, with construction work being undertaken in the 
‘vicinity of the old workshops’ of Honeysuckle Station (refer to Plate 2.20). 

By June 1935, workshops at Honeysuckle had already been, or were in the process of, being demolished to 
enable the construction of Civic Station.  The Station was nearing completion in early November 1935, as 
shown in Plate 2.21 below. It was described at the time as a ‘pleasingly designed’ ‘architectural acquisition 
to the city’.  Work continued into December, with an intended official opening on 20 December that year.  
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The opening of the Station was delayed by several days, being opened for traffic on Sunday, 22 December 
instead.  The railway station was named ‘Civic’ due to its proximity to the Newcastle civic centre. 

Civic Station was decommissioned and operations ceased on 25 December 2014 (Umwelt 2019b). 

Plate 2.19  Elevation of ‘Civic Station’ as advertised in April 1935 
© The Newcastle Sun, 4 April 1935: 10 

 

Plate 2.20 Construction work at the site of Civic Station, 1935 
© Greg and Sylvia Ray 2013 
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Plate 2.21 Civic Station nearing completion’ in November 1935 
© The Newcastle Sun, 11 Nov 1935: 1 
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3.0 Archaeological Investigation 
The removal of the north platform of Civic Station revealed the south side of the south wall of the railway 
carriage shed which first appears on the 1896 Water Board plan and was likely constructed in the late 
1880s (refer to Section 2.4). The top of the wall and its southern face were exposed for documentation as 
well as an area of about 6 by 6 metres to the north which needed to be excavated for the construction of a 
crane pad. Evidence of internal inspection pits was exposed in the crane pad area.  

The former rail corridor area, and the project area in general, was filled for the construction of the new 
building and the remainder of the railway carriage shed (and the site in general) left in situ and 
predominantly undisturbed.  

As a result of the limited nature of the archaeological investigation (other than monitoring the crane pad 
excavation and cleaning and recording the exposed sections of footing) and lack of stratigraphic 
archaeological excavation, or disturbance to any potential archaeological remains, context sheets and 
single context recording was not undertaken during the works. The exposed footings are described in this 
section and further discussed in the response to the research design in Section 4.0. 

Figure 3.1 provides a survey plan of the location and alignment of the exposed wall and footing within the 
project area boundary. The photographic catalogue is provided as Appendix 2. All photographs are 
provided with the electronic submission of this report to Heritage, DPC; in accordance with electronic 
submission requirements. High resolution jpegs and RAW images are stored on Umwelt’s file server. 

3.1 Railway Workshop Wall Footing 

The length of the exposed wall was 42.5 metres. This included the southwest corner and what appeared to 
be the inside of the southeast corner as well as a small portion of the west wall. The outside of the 
southeast corner had been removed by the installation of later heavy rail related services. 

The length of the wall was most likely 140 feet (42.672 metres). This corresponds with the in situ remains 
where a small portion of the internal face of the east wall was still present at about 42.3 metres from the 
external face of the west wall. The walls were about 380 millimetres thick which when added will result in a 
total length of 42.68 metres. The exposed wall was still up to 5 courses high (about 400 millimetres) sitting 
on two stepped out brick courses with the first course protruding 50 millimetres and the second course 
another 50 millimetres. The lowest course was sitting on a concrete footing which protruded a further 
160 millimetres. The concrete mostly contained fine pebbles as aggregate but appeared rougher towards 
the east with some crushed sandstone as aggregate. The footing was about 380 millimetres high. On the 
north side of the wall the footing protruded irregularly by up to 100 millimetres and was in some parts flush 
with the last brick course. The bricks were 225 millimetres long, 110 millimetres wide, 70 millimetres high 
with a deep rectangular frog with a ‘Gulliver’ impression. The height of the top of the exposed brick wall 
was 2.28 metres AHD at the western corner and 2.10 metres AHD at the eastern corner. The height of the 
top of the exposed concrete wall footing was 1.68 metres AHD at the western corner and 1.58 metres AHD 
at the eastern corner (refer to Figure 3.1). 
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There were twelve bases for pillars set against the inside of the wall. Eleven of them were fully or partially 
exposed during the investigations. The most western and the most eastern pillar bases were set inside the 
corners of the building. The pillar bases were on average 3.715 metres apart, measured centre to centre, 
which corresponds to just over 12 feet (12.188). The bases were made of clay bricks bonded with shell 
mortar. They were around 950 millimetres long and 730 millimetres wide. Like the wall, they also sat on 
two protruding courses, in this case each 60 millimetres deep. The concrete footing protruded another 
350 millimetres to the north and 550 millimetres to the sides.  The depth of the pillar footing inside the 
building was not fully explored but the footing under the south wall adjacent to the pillar bases went about 
300 millimetres deeper than the general footing, which, when applied to the pillar footings would make 
them around 600 millimetres high.  

Refer to Plate 3.1 for a section through the wall and pillar base footing. Table  3.1 provides photographs of 
the wall footing. Refer to Figure 3.1 for a survey plan of the location and alignment of the walls; including 
levels/heights. 

 

Plate 3.1 Wall and pillar base footing section 
© Umwelt, 2019 
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Table 3.1 Wall Footing Photographs 

Wall Footing Photographs 

 
View to west showing wall footing as exposed 
following removal of Civic Station northern platform 

 
View to north showing wall footing as exposed 
following removal of Civic Station northern platform 

 
View to northwest showing wall footing 
New Erecting Shop (part of the SHR listed Civic Railway 
Workshops) in background 

 
View to northwest showing wall footing 

 
View to west showing wall footing 

 
View to west showing wall footing 
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Wall Footing Photographs 

 
View to west showing southeast corner of wall. 
Note disturbed wall return to the north. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to northeast showing southwest corner of 
building footing. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 

 
View to northeast from southwest corner  

 
View to west of west end of wall footing. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 
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Wall Footing Photographs 

 
View to east from southwest corner 

 
View to east from southwest corner 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to northeast with New Erecting Shop (part of the 
SHR listed Civic Railway Workshops) in background 

 
View to northeast with New Erecting Shop (part of the 
SHR listed Civic Railway Workshops) in background 
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Wall Footing Photographs 

 
View to south showing pillar foundation 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to west showing pillar foundation 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing wall and pillar foundation 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing wall and pillar foundation 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to north – south elevation of wall. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to north showing concrete wall foundation. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 
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Wall Footing Photographs 

 
Gulliver brick – scale 150 millimetres 

 
  

 

3.2 Crane Pad Excavation 

The remains of two rail carriage inspection pits for working beneath the carriages (which may also have 
functioned as ash disposal pits) were uncovered within the area excavated for a crane pad to the north of 
the wall; in the interior of the former Carriage Shed.  

The southern pit was 1.18 metres wide with the walls 1.54 metres apart centre to centre which 
accommodates the standard rail gauge of 1.435 millimetres. The walls were 360 millimetres, or three bricks 
wide. The pit had a convex floor made of bricks stacked on their sides. There was one row of bricks laid flat 
and adjacent to each wall, these were about 560 millimetres below the top of the wall, measured at the 
north wall where the top course was still in situ. The top course had been removed at the south wall. The 
highest point of the floor in the centre of the pit was about 80 millimetres higher.    

The northern inspection pit was 1.16 metres wide and the walls were spaced 1.52 metres centre to centre. 
The floor was of the same construction as the southern pit. The top of the walls was approximately 
100 millimetres higher than the top of the walls in the southern pit. The pit was 530 millimetres deep with 
the convex floor in the centre also about 80 millimetres higher. The south side of the floor was obscured by 
heavy rail related cable services which were installed at some stage after the demolition of the building. On 
top of the walls were remnants of timber beams. The beams were secured with nuts and bolts embedded 
into the wall at about every 2.9 metres. The beams were around 120 millimetres high and most likely as 
wide as the walls (350 millimetres). The walls had two courses at the bottom which protruded about 
20 millimetres to 30 millimetres. These courses acted as a base for the walls and were set directly onto the 
natural yellow/buff sand.   A photograph taken of the east section of the excavation showed a cut in the 
natural sand for the north wall of the southern pit (refer to Table 3.2). The rest of the area had previously 
been disturbed and contained mainly sandy mixed material.  

The gap between the inspection pits was about 2.18 metres wide. A cast iron pipe with an external 
diameter of about 120 millimetres was running in the centre of the gap. The individual segments of the 
pipe were about 2.75 metres long from collar to collar. The collar was about 175 millimetres long. The pipes 
were possibly carrying water to service the steam locomotives.  

Refer to Plate 3.2 for a section through the inspection pit area. Table 3.2 provides photographs of the 
inspection pits. Refer to Figure 3.1 for a survey plan of the location and alignment of the remains; including 
levels/heights. 
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Plate 3.2 Inspection pit section 
© Umwelt, 2019 

Table 3.2 Inspection Pits Photographs  

Inspection Pits Photographs 

 
View to southeast. Scale = 2 metres 

 
View to northeast. Scale = 2 metres 

 
View to northwest. Scale = 2 metres 

 
View to west. Scale = 2 metres 
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Inspection Pits Photographs 

 
View to west showing northern inspection pit. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing southern inspection pit. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing southern inspection pit. 
Note bolt on wall to secure timber beam. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing detail of southern inspection pit 
floor. 
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Inspection Pits Photographs 

 
View to south showing southern inspection pit. 
Detail of floor and wall junction 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to northeast showing northern inspection pit 
wall elevation. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to north showing northern inspection pit wall 
detail. Note built directly on natural sand. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing section north of southern 
inspection pit. Note cut in natural sand. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 
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Inspection Pits Photographs 

 
View to north showing northern inspection pit wall 
detail. Note built directly on natural sand and weep 
hole. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to north showing southern inspection pit wall. 
Note bolt on wall to secure timber beam. 
Scale = 500 millimetres 

 
View to east showing remnant timber beam on 
southern inspection pit wall. 
Scale = 100 millimetres 

 
View to east showing remnant timber beam on 
southern inspection pit wall. 
Scale = 100 millimetres 
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4.0 Response to Research Design 
The archaeological monitoring program conducted at 4 Merewether Street, Newcastle was carried out in 
accordance with the approved archaeological research design and methodology outlined in the 2019 
Archaeological Assessment report (Umwelt 2019). 

A number of general questions in relation to the nature and extent of the archaeological resource were 
posed in the 2019 research design to provide a basic archaeological context for the archaeological 
investigation: 

• What physical evidence of former activities survives on the site? 

• What is the extent of the surviving archaeological evidence? 

• What is the nature of extant archaeological features? 

• What is the date of the identified elements? 

• What can the material culture contribute to our knowledge about this site or other sites? 

• Is there evidence of any undocumented development and use of the project area? 

In addition, specific questions to address the research potential of the project area were formulated.  

The specific questions are addressed below with consideration of the general questions. The 2019 research 
design questions are included in italics.  

Although considered unlikely, is there any evidence of the use of this area at the time of early settlement 
prior to the arrival of rail to Newcastle. If so what does it consist of?  

No evidence was exposed of the historical use of the area prior to the arrival of rail to Newcastle.  

Aboriginal Archaeological and Cultural Heritage assessment and investigation was undertaken by Virtus 
Heritage, Heritage Archaeology and Planning and RPS. The results of the Aboriginal archaeological 
investigation will be discussed in a separate report. 

Is there evidence of 1850s railway related structures or other associated infrastructure or relics? If intact 
what does the archaeological evidence reveal about the earlier use and occupation of the area as a 
railway facility? 

No evidence was exposed of the 1850s railway related structures or other associated infrastructure or 
relics. As discussed in Section 2.4, the Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser reported 
that: 

…We understand that the erection of some additional workshops at the Honeysuckle Point 
Station has been decided upon, and is to be commenced immediately. Like those already 
existing, we learn that new the workshops are to be composed of wood, with galvanised iron 
roofs (Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser 31 October 1865; from RPS 
2018). 
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While the extant Newcastle Museum buildings and the 1870s and 1880s carriage sheds were not 
constructed of timber and iron, any earlier buildings formerly present are likely to have been of timber 
construction; unlikely to leave much of an archaeological resource, particularly considering the size and 
construction of the later carriage sheds and workshops constructed in the area. 

If present what does evidence of the more substantial post 1870s Railway Workshops buildings comprise 
and does the evidence provide additional information or detail not available via the historical record? 

While there is a detailed description of the earlier 1870s built railway carriage shed, including construction 
materials and methods, there is less detail known about the late 1880s constructed additional carriage shed 
exposed within the project area; other than historical plans and photographs (refer to Plates 4.1 and 4.2).  

It is noted that while no evidence of the 1870s constructed shed was exposed within the project area, 
footings of this shed were exposed within the Civic Station forecourt as part of monitoring works 
undertaken on behalf of Hunter & Central Coast Development Corporation (Former Civic Station, 430 
Hunter Street, Newcastle - S140 application s140/2018/025). These works confirmed aspects of the 
detailed description of the earlier 1870s built railway carriage shed from the 1873 newspaper article; 
including the use of Bowtell bricks in its construction (Umwelt 2019c). 

There were seven brick and pottery works in Newcastle in 1861 and fifteen by 1871. While the population 
of Newcastle increased from approximately 19,000 in 1871 to approximately 50,000 in 1891 most domestic 
houses were not constructed of brick but had brick chimneys. In contrast many commercial and public 
buildings were constructed largely of brick. From the late 1870s and early 1880s local brickmakers such as 
Turton, Hughes and Bowtell began to modernise their machinery while others still produced hand-made 
bricks. The depression of the 1890s severely affected Newcastles’ brickmakers and it wasn’t until the 
beginning of the twentieth century that the brickmaking industry showed signs of recovering (Gemmell 
1986:75).  

Joseph Bowtell commenced brick manufacture in the 1860s at Burwood. By 1876 his Steam Brick and Tile 
Works was manufacturing a variety of clay products including firebricks, chequered paving tiles, chimney 
pots and building bricks. Bowtell began the production of dry-press bricks in the 1880s. His sandstock and 
semi-plastic bricks were impressed ‘BOWTELL’ (Gemmell 1986:75). 

The foundations of the 1870s shed were built of Bowtell bricks on 

…a bed of concrete nine inches thick, and three feet wide, next comes a course of stone two 
feet wide, and a foot high, then there are 2'6" of brickwork…(The Maitland Mercury and Hunter 
River General Advertiser 13 September 1873). 

The additional 1880s constructed carriage shed exposed within the project area was constructed of Gulliver 
bricks rather than Bowtell, on a concrete foundation rather than concrete and sandstone. John Gulliver 
started manufacturing bricks in Darby Street in 1868 and continued to manufacture these bricks until 1895, 
when the depression forced him to close his doors.  These bricks are manufactured within a 27 year period 
and can be found throughout the greater Newcastle area (Gemmell, 1986).   

The size of the late 1880s shed and details regarding its internal arrangement with brick floored inspection 
pits and pillars are also able to be better understood as a result of the exposed archaeological resource 
(refer to Section 3.0). 

The remains also confirm the accuracy of a number of the historical plans, documents and photographs; in 
particular the detailed 1890s Waterboard plans. 
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Plate 4.1 Detail of The ‘Honeysuckle Work Sheds’ in 1911 

Detail shows the 1880s additional railway carriage shed exposed within the project area. Exposed footing 
comprised the southern wall footing to left of photograph 
© The ‘Honeysuckle Work Sheds’ in 1911 
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Plate 4.2 Detail of ‘Honeysuckle Workshops’, unknown date 

Detail shows the 1880s additional railway carriage shed exposed within the project area.  
© livinghistories.newcastle.edu.au/nodes/view/44883 
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5.0 Archaeological Programme Conclusions 

5.1 Reassessment of Site’s Significance 

The statement of significance prepared as part of the Historical Archaeological Assessment Affordable 
Housing Development Merewether Street, Newcastle Site Address: 4 Merewether Street, Newcastle 
(Umwelt 2019b) considered the project area to be significant at a local level.  

The 2019 assessment considered that the majority of the surviving archaeological resource would likely be 
related to the post-1870s rail carriage sheds. The archaeological investigation confirmed the 2019 
assessment in terms of the potential archaeological resource of post 1870 carriage sheds. The size and 
scale of these sheds, in addition to the construction of the heavy rail corridor, also confirmed that there is 
unlikely to be any surviving remains of the earlier more temporary rail related buildings (present in 1857) in 
the area. 

The 2019 assessment considered that the potential archaeological resource of the project area may have 
historical value through its association with a key period of development for the local area, being the 
establishment of railway and port infrastructure, as well as the associated increase in urban development 
at this time. Remains of the carriage sheds were also considered to potentially have historical value through 
their association with the State listed Honeysuckle Railway Workshops. While there is much documented 
information regarding the construction of the 1870s carriage shed, other than photographs and plans of 
the 1880s carriage shed’s footprint less is known of the 1880s shed. The archaeological remains confirmed 
the known pictorial information regarding location and size and added new information regarding the 
construction of the shed, including interior details not previously documented. 

5.2 Community Understanding 

The archaeological investigations at the site have contributed to the communities understanding of the 
Former Civic Railway Workshop area, highlighting the importance of the area as reflected in the remains of 
the substantial nineteenth century constructed workshops. While the adjacent Newcastle Regional 
Museum now occupies the extant Blacksmith Shop (1880), the Locomotive Boiler Shop (1882-1887) and the 
New Erecting Shop (1922) which illustrate the scale of the workshop buildings, the archaeological remains 
demonstrate the workshops covered a larger area than that of the extant museum buildings. The workshop 
area confirms the importance of the railway and port of Newcastle in the late nineteenth century. 

The remains also illustrate the importance of local industries during this time; with the late 1880s workshop 
being constructed of locally sourced materials; such as the Gulliver bricks. 

5.3 Future Management 

There are no recommendations for the future archaeological management of the site in relation to the 
current Evolve Housing’s Merewether Street development project. 
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5.4 Undisturbed Remains 

As discussed in Section 3.0, the project area was filled for the construction of the new building. The level of 
the top of the fill placed over the site prior to the commencement of construction varied across the site. 
However, the finished fill level was between 850 and 520 millimetres above the exposed archaeological 
remains (refer to Table 5.1). As such, the remainder of the railway carriage shed constructed in the 1880s 
(and the site in general) has been left in situ and predominantly undisturbed. This likely also applies to any 
remains of the earlier 1870s railway carriage shed formerly located on the south side of the rail corridor. 

As discussed in Section 5.1, it is considered unlikely that there will be any surviving remains of the earlier 
more temporary rail related buildings (present in 1857) in the area. 

Table 5.1 Fill Heights 

Location  Top of 1880s wall footing Top of fill placed prior to construction 

West end of 1880s wall footing 2.28 metres AHD 3.13 metres AHD 

Middle of 1880s wall footing 2.26 metres AHD 2.78 metres AHD 

East end of 1880s wall footing 2.10 metres AHD 2.73 metres AHD 
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6.0 Public Dissemination 

6.1 Hunter Living Histories 

The results from the archaeological monitoring were presented to and discussed with the University of 
Newcastle Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative (formerly the Coal River Working Party) at one of their 
monthly meetings (7 October 2019). 

The University of Newcastle’s Coal River Working Party was formed in 2003 as a historical research group 
dedicated to the investigation of the early history of Newcastle, with a view to safeguarding the heritage 
fabric of Newcastle’s birthplace, the Coal River Heritage Precinct. Since 2016 the work of the Coal River 
Working Party has become part of the Hunter (Living) Histories Initiative, to better reflect the University’s 
Cultural Collections collaborations across the Hunter Regional communities. The aim of the Hunter (Living) 
Histories Initiative is to help restore Newcastle and the Hunter Region’s significant historic achievements 
back into the Australian story; to achieve positive outcomes for history and heritage in the Hunter region. 

6.2 Archaeological Report 

Copies of this archaeological report will be held at (and be publicly available from) both the City of 
Newcastle Local History Library and also electronically through the University of Newcastle Hunter (Living) 
Histories Initiative as a sustainable, online and open-access repository (in accordance with Condition 17 of 
the Excavation Permit):  

https://hunterlivinghistories.com/ 
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Photo # Area Description View Date
DSC3810 N/a 1880s carriage shed south wall under overburden W 12/07/2019

3811 N/a 1880s carriage shed south wall under overburden W 12/07/2019
3812 N/a 1880s carriage shed south wall under overburden W 12/07/2019
3814 N/a 1880s carriage shed south wall under overburden N 12/07/2019
3815 N/a Pillar foundation S 12/07/2019
3816 N/a Pillar foundation S 12/07/2019
3817 N/a Pillar foundation S 12/07/2019
3818 N/a Pillar foundation S 12/07/2019
3819 N/a Pillar foundation SW 12/07/2019
3820 N/a Pillar foundation W 12/07/2019
3821 N/a Pillar foundation W 12/07/2019
3822 N/a Pillar foundation N 12/07/2019
3823 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH E 12/07/2019

3823a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3824 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH E 12/07/2019

3824a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3825 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH E 12/07/2019

3825a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3826 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH E 12/07/2019

3826a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3827 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH N 12/07/2019

3827a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3828 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH N 12/07/2019

3828a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3829 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH N 12/07/2019

3829a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3830 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH S 12/07/2019

3830a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3831 N/a Wall and pillar foundation NORTH ARROW POINTING SOUTH SW 12/07/2019

3831a N/a Wall and pillar foundation (north arrow adjusted - pointing north) E 12/07/2019
3832 N/a Southeast return/corner NW 12/07/2019
3833 N/a Southeast return/corner N 12/07/2019
3834 N/a Southeast return/corner W 12/07/2019
3835 N/a Complete south wall W 12/07/2019
3836 N/a Southeast return/corner W 12/07/2019
3837 N/a Wall and pillar foundation on south side of wall N 12/07/2019
3838 N/a Wall and pillar foundation on south side of wall N 12/07/2019
3839 N/a View of wall NW 12/07/2019
3840 N/a Wall foundation N 12/07/2019
3841 N/a Wall foundation N 12/07/2019
3842 N/a Wall foundation N 12/07/2019
3843 N/a Section of wall, west end W 12/07/2019
3844 N/a Southwest return/corner N 12/07/2019
3845 N/a Southwest return/corner NE 12/07/2019
3846 N/a Southwest return/corner E 12/07/2019
3847 N/a View of wall E 12/07/2019
3848 N/a West end of wall with pillar foundations E 12/07/2019
3849 N/a View of wall E 12/07/2019
3850 N/a View of wall E 12/07/2019
3851 N/a Southwest corner NE 12/07/2019
3852 N/a South elevation of wall NE 12/07/2019
3853 N/a South edge of wall E 12/07/2019
3854 N/a South elevation of wall N 12/07/2019
3855 N/a South elevation of wall N 12/07/2019
3856 N/a South elevation of wall N 12/07/2019
3857 N/a South elevation of wall N 12/07/2019
3858 N/a South edge of wall, detail S 12/07/2019
3859 N/a Complete south wall W 12/07/2019
3860 N/a East end of wall NW 12/07/2019
3862 N/a View of wall W 12/07/2019
3863 N/a View of wall E 12/07/2019
3864 N/a West end of wall with pillar foundations E 12/07/2019
3865 N/a Complete south wall NE 12/07/2019
3866 N/a View of wall E 12/07/2019
3867 N/a View of wall W 12/07/2019
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3868 N/a Concrete post footing N 12/07/2019
3869 N/a Concrete post footing with east end of wall NE 12/07/2019
3870 N/a East end of wall E 12/07/2019
3871 N/a Complete wall NW 12/07/2019
3872 N/a Complete wall W 12/07/2019
3873 N/a Complete wall W 12/07/2019
3874 N/a Complete wall NW 12/07/2019
3875 N/a West end of wall with shed in background N 12/07/2019
3876 N/a View of wall with shed in background NE 12/07/2019
3877 N/a View of wall with shed in background NE 12/07/2019
3878 N/a Complete wall from southwest corner NE 12/07/2019
3879 N/a Complete wall E 12/07/2019
3880 N/a West end of wall E 12/07/2019
3881 N/a View over wall E 12/07/2019
3882 N/a Pillar and wall foundation and east end of wall NE 12/07/2019
3883 N/a 1880s carriage shed, Karyn jumping out of crane pad excavation S 13/07/2019
3884 N/a Crane pad excavation walls; the later services within the northern pit were 

unrelated to the pits
S 13/07/2019

3885 N/a Crane pad excavation walls and floor SE 13/07/2019
3886 N/a Crane pad excavation walls and floors SE 13/07/2019
3887 N/a Crane pad excavation walls and floors SE 13/07/2019
3888 N/a Crane pad excavation walls and floors, note rail related water pipe running 

between the pits
E 13/07/2019

3889 N/a Crane pad excavation walls and floors, note rail related water pipe running 
between the pits

E 13/07/2019

3890 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern pit with brick floor E 13/07/2019
3891 N/a Crane pad excavation walls and floors NE 13/07/2019
3892 N/a Crane pad excavation NE 13/07/2019
3893 N/a Crane pad excavation N 13/07/2019
3894 N/a Crane pad excavation N 13/07/2019
3895 N/a Crane pad excavation NW 13/07/2019
3896 N/a Crane pad excavation W 13/07/2019
3897 N/a Crane pad excavation W 13/07/2019
3898 N/a Crane pad excavation W 13/07/2019
3899 N/a Crane pad excavation W 13/07/2019
3900 N/a Crane pad excavation SW 13/07/2019
3901 N/a Crane pad excavation SW 13/07/2019
3902 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern inspection pit W 13/07/2019
3903 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern inspection pit W 13/07/2019
3904 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern inspection pit SW 13/07/2019
3905 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern inspection pit E 13/07/2019
3906 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern inspection pit NE 13/07/2019
3907 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit E 13/07/2019
3908 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit E 13/07/2019
3909 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit E 13/07/2019
3910 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, detail of wall and floor junction N 13/07/2019

3911 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, detail of wall and floor junction N 13/07/2019

3912 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, detail of wall and floor junction 
and metal rod in wall

N 13/07/2019

3913 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, wall with metal rod N 13/07/2019
3914 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, detail of wall and floor junction S 13/07/2019

3915 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, detail of wall and floor junction S 13/07/2019

3916 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, wall with metal rod N 13/07/2019
3917 N/a Crane pad excavation. Southern inspection pit, wall with metal rod N 13/07/2019
3918 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit, south wall elevation N 13/07/2019
3919 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit, south wall elevation, weep hole? N 13/07/2019
3920 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit, south wall elevation, weep hole? and 

natural sand below
N 13/07/2019

3921 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit south wall elevation with natural sand below NE 13/07/2019

3922 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit south wall elevation with natural sand below E 13/07/2019



Photo # Area Description View Date
3923 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit south wall elevation with natural sand below NE 13/07/2019

3924 N/a Crane pad excavation. East section north of southern pit E 13/07/2019
3925 N/a Crane pad excavation. East section north of southern pit E 13/07/2019
3926 N/a Crane pad excavation. East section north of southern pit E 13/07/2019
3927 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit south wall elevation with natural sand below N 13/07/2019

3929 N/a Crane pad excavation. Northern pit south wall elevation with natural sand below NE 13/07/2019

3930 N/a Crane pad excavation. Detail of remnant sleeper and metal bolt on south wall of 
northern pit

E 13/07/2019

3931 N/a Crane pad excavation. Detail of remnant sleeper on north wall of northern pit E 13/07/2019

3932 N/a Crane pad excavation. Detail of brick floor in southern pit E 13/07/2019
3933 N/a Crane pad excavation. Detail of brick floor in southern pit E 13/07/2019
3934 N/a Crane pad excavation. Detail of brick floor in southern pit W 13/07/2019
3935 N/a Crane pad excavation. Detail of brick floor in southern pit E 13/07/2019
3936 N/a Crane pad excavation. The area of excavation NW 13/07/2019
3937 N/a Crane pad excavation. The area of excavation with existing shed in background NW 13/07/2019

DSCN4617 N/a Working shot following removal of footings from crane pad area SW 1/08/2019
4620 N/a Working shot following removal of footings from crane pad area W 1/08/2019
4624 N/a Working shot following removal of footings from crane pad area SW 1/08/2019
4625 N/a Working shot following removal of footings from crane pad area SW 1/08/2019
4627 N/a Working shot following removal of footings from crane pad area SW 1/08/2019
4628 N/a Working shot following removal of footings from crane pad area SW 1/08/2019
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